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What you need to know
The volume of staycations in Great Britain surged in 2019, whilst
the number of overseas holidays taken by UK residents declined
amid Brexit uncertainties, the fluctuating value of the Pound and
the Thomas Cook collapse.
Holidaying remains a priority for Brits as many wish to holiday
more frequently in 2020. However, external factors such as the
currency exchange rate, Brexit uncertainties and the weather will
impact booking patterns. Taking this into account, Mintel forecasts
moderate growth in the number of holidays taken by UK residents
in both the UK and overseas in 2020.
Mintel’s consumer research shows that the Thomas Cook
collapse has had no impact on travellers’ faith in the package
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holiday market. However, many will be cautious when booking a
package holiday, trusting their holidays to the hands of well-known
companies that provide high quality customer experiences.
Local food and drink influences the choice of destination for many
holidaymakers, especially young travellers. There is high demand
for visiting food markets, food festivals, local producers and
participating in food tours.

Products covered in this Report
This Report examines the habits and attitudes of British adults
aged 16 or over towards holiday-taking in the UK and abroad. For
the purposes of this Report, Mintel defined a holiday as a stay of
at least one night that is primarily for leisure purposes. Business
trips and visiting friends or relatives are not included.

© Mintel Group Ltd. All rights reserved.
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THE THOMAS COOK COLLAPSE HAS HAD NO IMPACT ON TRAVELLERS’ FAITH IN THE PACKAGE HOLIDAY MARKET.
HOWEVER, MANY WILL BE CAUTIOUS WHEN BOOKING A PACKAGE HOLIDAY, TRUSTING THEIR HOLIDAYS TO THE
HANDS OF WELL-KNOWN COMPANIES THAT PROVIDE HIGH QUALITY CUSTOMER EXPERIENCES.
Marloes de Vries, Travel Analyst

The market
Boost in staycations in 2019

FIGURE 1: FORECAST VOLUME OF DOMESTIC HOLIDAYS TAKEN BY BRITISH
RESIDENTS (NUMBER OF TRIPS), 2014-24

The volume of domestic holidays taken
by British residents is expected to have
grown by 2.9% in 2019. The relatively low
value of the Pound and the risk of a nodeal Brexit encouraged more consumers
to substitute an overseas holiday for a
staycation. However, growth in expenditure
on domestic holidays stayed well behind
(+0.2%) volume growth.
Moderate growth expected for
staycations between 2020 and
2024
Demand for staycations will grow at a
modest pace in the period 2020-24, with
volume growth rates varying between 0.71.5% and value growth rates between 0.81.7% per annum. Overseas destinations
are expected to offer greater competition
once political uncertainties have cleared.

Note: forecast excludes Northern Ireland
Source: GBTS by VisitEngland, VisitScotland, Visit Wales/Mintel

FIGURE 2: FORECAST VOLUME OF OVERSEAS HOLIDAYS TAKEN BY UK
RESIDENTS (NUMBER OF TRIPS), 2014-24

Volume of overseas holidays
declined in 2019 amid
uncertainties
Brexit uncertainties, including potential
no-deal Brexit scenarios and the
fluctuating value of the Pound, impacted
consumer confidence with regards to
travelling abroad in 2019. The Thomas
Cook collapse also resulted in holiday
cancellations and impacted price levels
due to the temporary capacity gap in the
market. As a result, overseas holidays are
expected to have declined by 1.2%.
Short-term outlook for overseas
holidays remains cautious
Though the volume of overseas holidays
will return to growth from 2020 onwards,
the outlook for the two years ahead is
cautious. Brexit negotiations in 2020 and
potential changes to travel conditions in
2021 (eg passport validity) are expected
to restrict growth. From 2022 onwards the
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Source: IPS by Office for National Statistics/Mintel

attraction of holidaying abroad is likely to
return to its previous level.

as more UK adults added to their savings
amid Brexit uncertainties in 2019.

Consumers saved more in 2019,
putting spending levels under
pressure

Package holidays going strong
amid Brexit uncertainties

Growth in expenditure on domestic and
overseas holidays is expected to have
fallen to 0.7% in 2019 from 2.4% in 2018
© Mintel Group Ltd. All rights reserved.

The volume of overseas package holidays
undertaken by UK residents increased by
3.6% in 2018 compared to the previous
year, whilst the number of independent
NEXT
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holidays decreased by 0.8% in the same
timeframe. Provisional figures from the
ONS show an even stronger pattern in the
first half of 2019. Demand for financially
protected holidays continued to rise amid
fears of a no-deal Brexit.

FIGURE 3: DESTINATIONS VISITED ON HOLIDAY IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS,
NOVEMBER 2018 VS NOVEMBER 2019
“Which of the following destinations have you visited for a holiday in the last 12
months? Please select all that apply.”
%

Greece and Turkey fastestgrowing overseas destinations
Whilst the majority of the 10 most visited
overseas destinations in the first half of
2019 welcomed fewer visitors compared
to the same period in the previous year,
Greece and Turkey registered doubledigit growth. However, safety perceptions
of Turkey could come under pressure
following increased tensions in the Middle
East since the start of January 2020.

However, the value of the Pound will
remain at risk as the UK continues Brexit
negotiations in 2020. 34% of UK adults are
concerned about an increase in the cost of
holidays post-Brexit.

Companies and brands
easyJet launches its new holiday
business
easyJet is looking to increase its share in the
package holiday market, having relaunched
easyJet holidays in November 2019. The
brand provides roughly 5,000 hotels across
100+ destinations via a dedicated website
which uses AI to learn and personalise the
website experience for customers.
Jet2holidays launches VIBE
targeting Millennials

Jet2holidays introduced its new brand VIBE

by Jet2holidays in November 2019 to target
holidaymakers with a “Millennial mindset”.
Hotels across almost 50 resorts are grouped
into four categories to help travellers find
their ideal holiday; Iconic, Party, Pure and
Chilled.
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82

64

UK

62

50

Overseas

50

43

Short-haul

Election result had a positive
impact on sterling’s value
Expectations that the Conservatives would
gain a majority in parliament and the
confirmation of this following the election
result have improved the government’s
chances of resolving the Brexit deadlock.
This had a positive impact on the value of
the Pound between mid-October 2019 and
the period after the election (which was
held on 12 December).

82

Any destination

Long-haul

43

15
14

18

None of these

18

Nov-18

Nov-19

Base: 2,000 internet users aged 16+
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel

The consumer
Holiday participation remained
stable amid Brexit uncertainties
82% of UK adults went on a holiday in the
12 months to November 2019. Holiday
participation remained stable amid Brexit
uncertainties, which shows once again
that holidaying is among Brits’ highest
priorities.
City breaks most undertaken
holiday type in the UK
A city break is the most undertaken holiday
type in the UK and the second most
undertaken when looking at overseas
destinations. Increased (low-cost) flight
connections have enabled more Brits to
take a city break over the past few years;
41% of UK holidaymakers went on a city
break in the year to November 2019.

© Mintel Group Ltd. All rights reserved.

The most undertaken holiday types abroad
are summer beach holidays followed by
city breaks. The high popularity of both
summer beach holidays and city breaks
overseas provides opportunities for brands
to increase their focus on coastal cities
and multi-centre holidays, where city and
beach destinations can be combined.
Package holidays set to retain
appeal for travellers’ main holiday
The share of those planning to book their
upcoming main holiday as a package
shows no signs of decline compared to
how travellers booked their main holiday
in recent years. This suggests that the
Thomas Cook collapse has had no impact
on peoples’ faith in the package holiday
market.

NEXT
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FIGURE 4: TYPES OF HOLIDAY TAKEN IN THE UK AND OVERSEAS, NOVEMBER 2019
“Which of the following best describe the types of holiday(s) that you have taken <in the UK/abroad> in the last 12
months? Please select all that apply.”
%
City break
Summer beach holiday

37

26

Family holiday

43
30
30

Rural/countryside-based holiday

21

8

Cultural/historical sightseeing holiday

34

25

18

14
17

Camping/caravan park holiday

14

4

Winter beach holiday
5

Cruise

7
6
7

4

Coach tour

4

17

9
8

6

Other activity holiday (a)

8

6
6

4
3
4
3
4
2

Snowsports holiday (b)
None of these
Total

41
40

34

Domestic

Overseas

Base total: 1,646 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday in the last 12 months
Base domestic: 1,235 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday in the UK in the last 12 months
Base overseas: 990 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday abroad in the last 12 months
(a) eg cycling, golf
(b) eg skiing, snowboarding
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel

FIGURE 5: LIKELY BOOKING METHOD FOR MAIN HOLIDAY IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS, NOVEMBER 2019
“How are you most likely to book your main holiday for the next 12 months? By main holiday we mean the holiday you
intend to spend the most on in terms of travel and accommodation.”
%

Independently (a)

Travel only (b)

Accommodation only

35

7

6

Net: total independent*

47

32

As a package (c)

Don't know

I don't plan to take a holiday in the next 12 months

8

13

Base: 2,000 internet users aged 16+
* Net: total independent is the total of the categories ‘Independently’, ‘Travel only’ and ‘Accommodation only’
(a) ie travel and accommodation booked separately
(b) eg flights, train
(c) ie travel and accommodation booked together
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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Holidaymakers plan to take more
holidays than last year

FIGURE 6: FACTORS INFLUENCING CHOICE OF PACKAGE HOLIDAY
PROVIDER, BY AGE, NOVEMBER 2019

20% of domestic holidaymakers are
planning to take more staycations in the
12 months following November 2019,
whilst 11% intend to take fewer holidays
in the UK. Meanwhile, 18% of overseas
holidaymakers are planning to travel
more frequently abroad versus 10% who
are planning to travel less often. These
results show that holidaying remains
important for Brits and they would like to
go more often when they have the chance.
However, intentions do not always match
actual behaviour. External factors such
as the currency exchange rate, Brexit
uncertainties and the weather will impact
booking patterns. Taking this into account,
Mintel forecasts moderate growth in the
number of holidays taken by UK residents
in 2020.

“Which of these factors are most likely to influence your choice of travel
company when booking a package holiday? Please rank up to 3 options, with 1
having the most influence.”

Previous experience leading factor
when choosing a package holiday
provider
Those planning to book their main holiday
in 2020 as a package are most likely to
be influenced by previous experience of
a brand (61%), while financial protection
is the second most mentioned influencer
(51%). There are, however, significant
differences between age groups. Those
aged 35+ are most likely to choose a
package holiday provider based on their
own experience with the brand, whilst
those aged 16-34 are most likely to be
influenced by online customer reviews.
Brexit and company closures instil
caution among holidaymakers
In November 2019, 39% of UK adults
stated that uncertainties around Brexit
have made them more cautious about
booking holidays, which is comparable
to levels seen in February 2019 (40%).
Travel company collapses have added
another layer of uncertainty, with 44% of
UK adults saying that the recent collapse
of travel companies, such as Thomas
Cook and Superbreak, has made them
more cautious about booking holidays.
However, travellers do not seem to have
lost faith in package holiday providers as
package holidays are still highly likely to
be considered for their upcoming main
holiday.
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Base: 636 internet users aged 16+ who are most likely to book their main holiday as a package in the next 12
months
(a) eg ATOL
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel

FIGURE 7: ATTITUDES TOWARDS BOOKING HOLIDAYS, NOVEMBER 2019
“Do the following statements apply to you?”
%

The recent collapse of some travel companies (a) has
made me more cautious about booking holidays

44

49

7

Uncertainties around Brexit have made me more cautious
about booking holidays

39

55

7

Recent strikes by airline staff (b) have made me more
cautious about booking flights

38

54

7

Yes

No

Don't know

Base: 2,000 internet users aged 16+
(a) eg Thomas Cook, Superbreak
(b) eg BA, Ryanair
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel

© Mintel Group Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Local food and drink has great
potential to put destinations on
the map
Food and drink plays an important role
in the holiday planning process. 44% of
overseas holidaymakers say the local food
and drink often impacts their destination
choice when holidaying abroad, whilst
this is the case for 37% of domestic
holidaymakers when holidaying in the UK.
High demand for food experiences
among the younger generation
Across all age groups, visiting a food
market or food festival are among the
most desired food experiences when
on a holiday. Visiting local producers
and vineyards are more likely to appeal
to holidaymakers aged 55+, while
holidaymakers aged 16-34 are very much
open to participating in food tours (ie
visiting multiple food places led by a guide/
chef). Having dinner at a local’s home and
participating in a cooking workshop are
also more appealing to younger travellers.

What we think

FIGURE 8: INTEREST IN CULINARY EXPERIENCES, BY AGE, NOVEMBER 2019
“Which of the following culinary activities would you be most interested in doing
whilst on holiday? Please select up to 3.”
%
44
43
45
45

Visiting a food market
33

Visiting a food festival

30
22
20
21

Visiting local producers (a)

21
21

15

Vineyard tour

27
31

18

12

35

26

20

Food tour (b)

33

19
17
19
20

Brewery tour
Having dinner at a local's home

10

14
14

11

Cooking workshop

7

18

9
14

None of these
Total

16-34

17

20

35-54

22

25
55+

Base: 1,800 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday in the last 12 months or plan to take a holiday in
the next 12 months
(a) eg farm, local artisans

Despite the collapse of Thomas Cook,
most consumers still trust the package
holiday market. Consumers seem to have
picked up on the news that Thomas Cook’s
failure should not be confused with the
demise of the package holiday market. As
a result, there is great potential for brands
to fill the capacity gap.

(b) ie visiting multiple food places led by a guide/chef
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel

However, many consumers are now
more cautious when selecting a package
holiday provider. Driving brand awareness
and providing great customer service/
experiences will be crucial ingredients
for brands looking to expand their share
in this market. Increasing flexibility in
package holidays to give travellers greater
control over their holiday experience is
also needed to protect the market share of
package holidays in the future.
Meanwhile, destinations and travel
companies have the opportunity to develop
more local food and drink experiences.
Travellers have become more adventurous
and are open to trying new things. As
a result, local food and drink has great
potential to increase visits to lesser-known
regions and allow travellers to connect to
and learn about local cultures.
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Exploring destinations through
food

The facts
• 44% of Brits who holiday overseas say the local food and drink often impacts
their destination choice when holidaying abroad, compared to 37% of domestic
holidaymakers.
• 51% of holidaymakers are interested in taking a ‘foodie’-themed short break (eg
exploring local cuisines, traditions etc).
• 82% of those interested in going on a cruise would like a cruise ship to offer local food
and drink based on where it is sailing through.
The implications
Traditional recipes with a history connected to the destination are likely to appeal to
holidaymakers as they provide travellers with a unique experience and a story to share.
These local food experiences have great potential to place lesser-known destinations on
the map.
In the UK, more effort is required to surprise British travellers or introduce them to a food
experience that is new to them. Creating Instagram-worthy experiences could help tempt
the younger generation to visit and participate in a food experience as they are the most
likely to share holiday experiences via social media.
There is high interest in trying new world cuisines at home. Those who have eaten world
cuisines at home are most likely to say that traditional recipes and all-natural ingredients
make a world cuisine product authentic (see the Mintel Report World Cuisines – UK,
March 2019). Long-haul destinations can benefit from the high interest in (trying)
world cuisines by either highlighting food and drink experiences in the destination, or
raising awareness of the destination by partnering with brands providing meal kits in
supermarkets.

The battle in the package holiday
market heats up

The facts
• Thomas Cook ceased trading in the UK on 23 September 2019.
• easyJet launched its revamped holiday business in late November 2019.
• Customer satisfaction, financial protection and brand awareness are key factors for
package holidaymakers when deciding who to book with.
The implications
Despite the collapse of Thomas Cook, most consumers still trust the package holiday
market. As such, there is great potential for brands to fill the capacity gap left by the
collapse of the third-largest package holiday provider. However, travellers will be more
cautious when selecting a package holiday provider. Usage of well-known brands with
a high customer satisfaction rating will therefore surge in the package holiday market in
2020.
TUI will benefit from its high brand awareness, usage and recommendation levels.
Though Jet2holidays is slightly lesser-known, the brand is relatively successful in
exceeding customer expectations. The brand has a great opportunity to benefit if
customers decide to share these experiences online or through word of mouth.
Virgin Holidays has an impressive share of customers who enjoyed an excellent
experience with the company, but its association with being expensive and exclusive is
likely to dampen recommendation levels.
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easyJet’s recently-launched holiday business will benefit from high brand awareness and
an extensive flight network. However, the airline’s experience rating and recommendation
levels lack behind Jet2.com. For easyJet to rapidly gain market share in the package
holiday market, the brand will have to go the extra mile to impress customers who decide
to book a holiday with the brand.
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What You Need to Know
Staycations support overall growth in holiday volume
in 2019
The number of domestic and overseas holidays taken by UK
residents is expected to reach 106 million in 2019, a 1% increase
compared to the previous year. The growth was driven by high
demand for staycations. More travellers decided to holiday closer
to home amid Brexit uncertainties. Meanwhile, value growth is
expected to have been soft in 2019, with expenditure increasing
by +0.7% compared to the previous year (see Market Size and
Forecast – Total).

Moderate growth expected for staycations between
2020 and 2024
Demand for staycations will grow at a modest pace in the
period 2020-24, with volume growth rates varying between 0.71.5% and value growth rates between 0.8-1.7% per annum.
Overseas destinations are expected to offer greater competition
once political uncertainties have cleared (see Market Size and
Forecast – Domestic).

Short-term outlook for overseas holidays remains
cautious
Though the volume of overseas holidays will return to growth from
2020 onwards, the outlook for the two years ahead is cautious.



PREVIOUS

Brexit negotiations in 2020 and potential changes to travel
conditions in 2021 (eg passport validity) are expected to restrict
growth. From 2022 onwards the attraction of holidaying abroad is
likely to return to its previous level (see Market Size and Forecast
– Overseas).

Greece and Turkey fastest-growing overseas
destinations
Whilst the majority of the 10 most visited overseas destinations
in the first half of 2019 welcomed fewer visitors compared to the
same period in the previous year, Greece and Turkey registered
double-digit growth. However, safety perceptions of Turkey could
come under pressure following increased tensions in the Middle
East since the start of January 2020 (see Market Segmentation).

Package holidays going strong amid Brexit
uncertainties
The volume of overseas package holidays undertaken by UK
residents increased by 3.6% in 2018 compared to the previous
year, whilst the number of independent holidays decreased by
0.8% in the same timeframe. Provisional figures from the ONS
show an even stronger pattern in the first half of 2019. Demand
for financially-protected holidays continued to rise amid fears of a
no-deal Brexit (see Market Segmentation).
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Market Size and Forecast - Total
Staycations support overall growth
in holiday volume in 2019
The number of domestic and overseas
holidays taken by UK residents is
expected to reach 106 million in 2019, a
1% increase compared to the previous
year. The growth was driven by high
demand for staycations. More travellers
decided to holiday closer to home amid
Brexit uncertainties (see Market Size and
Forecast – Domestic).
Meanwhile, value growth is expected to
have been soft in 2019, with expenditure
increasing by +0.7% compared to the
previous year. More consumers added
to their savings in 2019, which is likely to
have impacted expenditure on holidaying
(see Market Drivers).

Volume of holidays in 2020 will
grow at a slightly faster pace than
in 2019
The number of domestic and overseas
holidays taken in 2020 is expected to
grow at a slightly faster pace than in
2019. As Brexit negotiations and their
possible implications continue to instil
cautious booking behaviour, the growth
outlook for the volume of overseas
holidays is relatively cautious for 2020
and 2021. From 2022 onwards the
attraction of holidaying abroad is likely
to return to its previous level, whilst the
volume of staycations is expected to grow
moderately.

FIGURE 9: FORECAST VOLUME AND VALUE* OF DOMESTIC** AND
OVERSEAS HOLIDAYS TAKEN BY UK RESIDENTS, 2014-24

(000)

Annual
change
(%)

91,422

-2.9

37,472

+1.7

410

+4.7

98,110

+7.3

40,437

+7.9

412

+0.6

99,260

n/a

40,140

n/a

404

n/a

100,908
105,785
104,936
106,030
107,344
109,017
110,959
113,181
115,668

+1.7
+4.8
-0.8
+1.0
+1.2
+1.6
+1.8
+2.0
+2.2

43,432
45,377
46,446
46,764
47,377
48,120
49,448
50,615
52,065

+8.2
+4.5
+2.4
+0.7
+1.3
+1.6
+2.8
+2.4
+2.9

430
429
443
441
441
441
446
447
450

+6.4
-0.3
+3.2
-0.4
+0.1
+1.0
+0.4
+0.7

Volume

2014
2015
(O)***
2015
(RP)***
2016
2017
2018
2019 (est)
2020 (fore)
2021 (fore)
2022 (fore)
2023 (fore)
2024 (fore)
% change
20152019***
% change
2019-2023

(£m)

Annual
change
(%)

Average
spend
(£)

Annual
change
(%)

Value

+6.8

+16.5

+6.7

+8.2

+9.1
+1.4

* value figures for overseas holidays do not include spending on travel to and from the UK
** domestic figures exclude Northern Ireland
*** GBTS states that when comparing domestic holiday figures between 2015 and 2016 it is recommended to use
2015 (RP) (Reprocessed 2015) figures, when comparing 2015 to earlier years use 2015 (O) (Original 2015) figures
Source: IPS by Office for National Statistics/GBTS by VisitEngland, VisitScotland, Visit Wales/Mintel

Growth in value in 2019-23 will be softer
than 2015-19 due to the continued
popularity of lower-cost destinations and
holidays with a shorter duration.
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FIGURE 10: FORECAST VOLUME OF DOMESTIC* AND OVERSEAS HOLIDAYS TAKEN BY UK RESIDENTS (NUMBER OF
TRIPS), 2014-24

* domestic figures exclude Northern Ireland
Source: IPS by Office for National Statistics/GBTS by VisitEngland, VisitScotland, Visit Wales/Mintel

FIGURE 11: FORECAST VALUE* OF DOMESTIC** AND OVERSEAS HOLIDAYS TAKEN BY UK RESIDENTS, 2014-24

* value figures for overseas holidays do not include spending on travel to and from the UK
** domestic figures exclude Northern Ireland
Source: IPS by Office for National Statistics/GBTS by VisitEngland, VisitScotland, Visit Wales/Mintel

Forecast methodology
For full details of forecast methodology
please see Appendix – Market Size and
Forecast.
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Domestic

FIGURE 12: FORECAST VOLUME AND VALUE OF DOMESTIC HOLIDAYS
TAKEN BY BRITISH RESIDENTS, 2014-24

Boost in staycations in 2019
The volume of domestic holidays taken
by British residents is expected to have
grown by 2.9% in 2019. The relatively low
value of the Pound and the risk of a nodeal Brexit encouraged more consumers
to substitute an overseas holiday for
a staycation. Thomas Cook’s collapse
also resulted in holiday cancellations
and impacted price levels caused by the
capacity gap in the market.
However, growth in expenditure on
domestic holidays stayed well behind
(+0.2%) volume growth. More consumers
decided to add money to their savings,
which is likely to have impacted
expenditure on holidays (see Market
Drivers).

Moderate growth expected for
staycations between 2020 and
2024

(000)

Annual
change
(%)

52,903
55,960
57,110
55,888
59,149
57,894
59,573
60,442
61,094
61,551
62,276
63,156

-7.1
+5.8
n/a
-2.1
+5.8
-2.1
+2.9
+1.5
+1.1
+0.7
+1.2
+1.4

Volume

2014
2015 (O)*
2015 (RP)*
2016
2017
2018
2019 (est)
2020 (fore)
2021 (fore)
2022 (fore)
2023 (fore)
2024 (fore)
% change
20152019*
% change
2019-2023

(£m)

Annual
change
(%)

Average
spend
(£)

Annual
change
(%)

13,065
14,171
13,874
13,313
14,134
14,292
14,321
14,521
14,640
14,887
15,064
15,307

-3.0
+8.5
n/a
-4.0
+6.2
+1.1
+0.2
+1.4
+0.8
+1.7
+1.2
+1.6

247
253
243
238
239
247
240
240
240
242
242
242

+4.4
+2.5
n/a
-1.9
+0.3
+3.3
-2.6
-0.1
-0.3
+0.9
+0.2

Value

+4.3

+3.2

-1.0

+4.5

+5.2

+0.6

Note: forecast excludes Northern Ireland
* GBTS states that when comparing between 2015 and 2016 it is recommended to use 2015 (RP) (Reprocessed
2015) figures, when comparing 2015 to earlier years use 2015 (O) (Original 2015) figures
Source: GBTS by VisitEngland, VisitScotland, Visit Wales/Mintel

Demand for staycations will grow at a
modest pace in the period 2020-24, with
volume growth rates varying between 0.71.5% and value growth rates between 0.81.7% per annum. Overseas destinations
are expected to offer greater competition
once political uncertainties have cleared
(see Market Size and Forecast –
Overseas).
Developing more high-speed rail
connections in the UK has great potential
to tempt travellers to swap one of their
overseas short breaks for a staycation.
Should the HS2 initiative go ahead, this
will add 345 miles of new high-speed track
which will connect London, Birmingham,
Manchester and Leeds. Trains will also
use existing railway to reach towns and
cities in the north of England and Scotland.
London and Birmingham will be connected
in 2026, whilst other connections will be
completed in 2033 (assuming the project
goes ahead).
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However, the cost of tickets will be crucial
in persuading holidaymakers to travel
by train. Price is the leading factor when
deciding which travel company to book
transport with (see the Mintel Report
Holiday Planning and Booking Process
– UK, May 2019), but travelling by train
in the UK is seen as relatively expensive
compared to flying. Meanwhile, 65% of
British adults agree that cheaper longdistance trains between UK cities would
make holidaying in the UK more appealing
(see the Mintel Report Domestic Tourism –
UK, October 2019).

FIGURE 13: FORECAST VOLUME OF DOMESTIC HOLIDAYS TAKEN BY
BRITISH RESIDENTS (NUMBER OF TRIPS), 2014-24

Forecast methodology
For full details of forecast methodology
please see Appendix – Market Size and
Forecast.

Note: forecast excludes Northern Ireland
Source: GBTS by VisitEngland, VisitScotland, Visit Wales/Mintel

FIGURE 14: FORECAST VALUE OF DOMESTIC HOLIDAYS TAKEN BY BRITISH
RESIDENTS, 2014-24

Note: forecast excludes Northern Ireland
Source: GBTS by VisitEngland, VisitScotland, Visit Wales/Mintel
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Overseas
Volume of overseas holidays
declined in 2019 amid
uncertainties
Brexit uncertainties, including potential
no-deal Brexit scenarios and the
fluctuating value of the Pound, impacted
consumer confidence with regards to
travelling abroad in 2019. The Thomas
Cook collapse also resulted in holiday
cancellations and impacted price levels
due to the temporary capacity gap in the
market. As a result, overseas holidays are
expected to have declined by 1.2%, whilst
domestic holidays are forecast to have
increased by 2.9% in 2019 (see Market
Size and Forecast – Domestic).

Short-term outlook for overseas
holidays remains cautious

FIGURE 15: FORECAST VOLUME AND VALUE* OF OVERSEAS HOLIDAYS
TAKEN BY UK RESIDENTS, 2014-24

(000)

Annual
change
(%)

38,519
42,150
45,020
46,636
47,042
46,457
46,902
47,923
49,408
50,906
52,512

+3.7
+9.4
+6.8
+3.6
+0.9
-1.2
+1.0
+2.2
+3.1
+3.0
+3.2

Volume

2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019 (est)
2020 (fore)
2021 (fore)
2022 (fore)
2023 (fore)
2024 (fore)
% change
2014-2019
% change
2019-2024

(£m)

Annual
change
(%)

Average
spend
(£)

Annual
change
(%)

24,407
26,266
30,119
31,243
32,154
32,444
32,856
33,480
34,561
35,551
36,758

+4.5
+7.6
+14.7
+3.7
+2.9
+0.9
+1.3
+1.9
+3.2
+2.9
+3.4

634
623
669
670
684
698
701
699
699
698
700

+0.7
-1.7
+7.4
+0.1
+2.0
+2.2
+0.3
-0.3
+0.1
-0.2
+0.2

Value

+20.6

+32.9

+10.2

+13.0

+13.3

+0.2

* Value figures do not include spending on travel to and from the UK
Source: IPS by Office for National Statistics/Mintel

Though the volume of overseas holidays
will return to growth from 2020 onwards,
the outlook for the two years ahead is
cautious. Brexit negotiations in 2020 and
potential changes to travel conditions in
2021 (eg passport validity) are expected to
restrict growth.
From 2022 onwards the attraction of
holidaying abroad is likely to return to
its previous level. However, the average
spend per trip will remain relatively flat due
to the continued popularity of lower-cost
destinations and shorter breaks.
To encourage consumers to take longer
trips, brands could tap into the rising
number of digital nomads amid more
flexible working conditions. Creating an
environment where travellers can work
and be part of a community will encourage
this specific group to stay longer. Selina
is a nomadic lifestyle hospitality platform
tapping into this movement. The brand
creates a live/work community where
guests can work, socialise and connect
with each other. Selina has the intention
to expand from 60 locations in December
2019 to 400 by 2023.
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FIGURE 16: FORECAST VOLUME OF OVERSEAS HOLIDAYS TAKEN BY UK RESIDENTS (NUMBER OF TRIPS), 2014-24

Source: IPS by Office for National Statistics/Mintel

FIGURE 17: FORECAST VALUE OF OVERSEAS HOLIDAYS TAKEN BY UK RESIDENTS, 2014-24

* value figures do not include spending on travel to and from the UK
Source: IPS by Office for National Statistics/Mintel

Forecast methodology
For full details of forecast methodology
please see Appendix – Market Size and
Forecast.
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Market Segmentation
Demand for shorter breaks
continues to increase
Growth in the volume of overseas holidays
taken by UK residents is predominantly
coming from breaks with a relatively short
duration (1-7 nights), boosted by a rising
number of (low-cost) flight connections.
Overseas holidays of 8+ nights declined
for the second consecutive year in 2018.
Whilst overseas breaks of 1-3 nights and
4-7 nights grew by 14.8% and 24.2%
respectively in 2015-18, domestic breaks
noted only a 0.4% and 3.5% increase.
However, the UK has great potential
to tempt travellers to swap one of their
overseas short breaks for a staycation
amid rising awareness of the impact of
travelling (by plane) on the environment.
Meanwhile, providers of overseas holidays
have to become greener to enable
continued growth in the longer term.
Reducing carbon emissions and recycling
waste are the areas where consumers are
most likely to want to see change (see the
Mintel Analyst Insight The five travel trends
to watch in 2020 - 16th December 2019).

FIGURE 18: VOLUME FOR OVERSEAS HOLIDAYS AND DOMESTIC HOLIDAYS,
BY LENGTH OF STAY, 2015-18

000

Change
2017-18
%

Change
2015-18
%

7,610
21,349
11,942
5,282

7,677
22,551
11,501
4,804

+0.9
+5.6
-3.7
-9.1

+14.8
+24.2
-1.4
-5.4

38,519
17,929
2,701

37,538
17,622
2,734

-2.5
-1.7
+1.2

+0.4
+3.5
+1.4

2015

2016

2017

2018

000

000

000

Duration
overseas
holidays*:
1-3 nights
4-7 nights
8-14 nights
15+

6,689
18,154
11,663
5,077

7,409
19,595
12,217
5,436

Duration
domestic
holidays**:
1-3 nights
4-7 nights
8+ nights

37,392
17,021
2,697

36,142
17,173
2,573

* Excluding nil nights
** Volume for domestic holidays excludes Northern Ireland
Source: IPS by Office for National Statistics/GBTS by VisitEngland, VisitScotland, Visit Wales/Mintel

Staycations more likely to benefit
from the UK’s ageing population
Holidaymakers aged 16-24 and 25-34
are more likely to holiday overseas; 53%
and 48% of all holidays taken by these
age groups in 2018 were to overseas
destinations. Meanwhile, those aged 35-44
and 65+ are more likely to stay closer to
home; only 39% and 36% of all holidays
taken by these demographics in 2018
were to foreign countries. The latter figure
suggests that the UK is set to benefit more
from the country’s ageing population.
As shown by Mintel’s Wellbeing Trends
Driver, those aged 65+ are more likely to
agree with the statement ‘It is important
for me to lead an active lifestyle’ (71%
versus 64% on average). At the same
time, their wish to keep on travelling whilst
they are still fit enough is strong (see the
Mintel Report The Over-55 Traveller – UK,
October 2019). Providing extra support for
health/disability needs should help people
to keep on travelling as long as possible.
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FIGURE 19: VOLUME, NIGHTS AND SPEND FOR OVERSEAS HOLIDAYS AND DOMESTIC HOLIDAYS, BY AGE, 2018

£m

Average spend per
holiday
£

Average spend per
night
£

13,505
35,710
63,022
64,137
72,979
72,612
73,515
22,021
417,500

865
2,762
4,891
5,099
5,961
5,730
4,950
1,884
32,141

550
572
605
638
705
777
818
701
683

64
77
78
79
82
79
67
86
77

12,713
27,319
44,761
37,197
34,629
43,630
200,249

1,268
1,937
2,703
2,884
2,559
2,941
14,292

297
225
214
245
258
276
247

100
71
60
78
74
67
71

Volume

Nights

Value

000

000

Overseas holidays
by age:
0-15
16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 and over
Don’t know
Total

1,573
4,824
8,078
7,993
8,458
7,378
6,049
2,689
47,042

Domestic holidays*
by age:
16-24
25-34
35-44
45-54
55-64
65 and over
Total

4,275
8,607
12,648
11,782
9,910
10,673
57,894

* Volume for domestic holidays excludes Northern Ireland
Source: IPS by Office for National Statistics/GBTS by VisitEngland, VisitScotland, Visit Wales/Mintel
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Package holidays going strong
amid Brexit uncertainties
The volume of overseas package holidays
undertaken by UK residents increased by
3.6% in 2018 compared to the previous
year, whilst the number of independent
holidays decreased by 0.8% in the same
timeframe. Provisional figures from the
ONS show an even stronger pattern
in the first half of 2019. The number of
package holidays taken in January to June
2019 increased by 10% compared to H1
2018, while there was a 7% decline in the
number of independent holidays over the
same period.
Demand for financially-protected holidays
continued to rise amid fears of a no-deal
Brexit. However, cancelled Thomas Cook
holidays are expected to have restricted
package holiday volume growth in the last
quarter of 2019.
Despite the collapse of Thomas Cook,
consumers appear no less likely to book
their main holiday as a package in 2020.
However, the package holiday market
is under threat from rising demand for
flexibility and shorter breaks, which could
intensify once Brexit uncertainty has lifted
(see Holidaying Intentions).
Source: IPS by Office for National Statistics/Mintel

Greece and Turkey fastest-growing
overseas destinations
The majority of the 10 most visited
overseas destinations in the first half of
2019 welcomed fewer visitors compared
to the same period in the previous year.
However, Greece and Turkey registered
double-digit growth, according to
provisional figures from the ONS. The
number of holidays to Turkey in January
to June 2019 (489,000) was above levels
seen in the first half of 2015 (415,000)
before the destination suffered from a
sharp decline in tourism due to terrorist
attacks and political uncertainty. However,
safety perceptions of the country could
come under pressure as the FCO has
updated its travel advice to Turkey
(as well as most other Middle Eastern
countries and Tunisia), warning of the
possibility of an increased threat against
Western interests. The update was made
in the first week of January following
increased tensions caused by a US strike
which killed the Iranian General Qasem
Soleimani.
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FIGURE 20: UK VOLUME OF OVERSEAS PACKAGE AND INDEPENDENT
HOLIDAYS, 2015-18

Independent
volume
000
2015
2016
2017
2018

25,475
27,564
29,096
28,870

Change
2015-18
(%)

%

Package
volume
000

+12.5
+8.2
+5.6
-0.8

16,676
17,456
17,539
18,172

Change

+13.3

%

Total
volume
000

+5.1
+4.7
+0.5
+3.6

42,150
45,020
46,636
47,042

Change

+9.0

Change
%
+9.4
+6.8
+3.6
+0.9

+11.6

FIGURE 21: TOP 10 OVERSEAS HOLIDAY DESTINATIONS FOR UK
HOLIDAYMAKERS, H1 2017-H1 2019

Rank

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

000

000

Number of
holidays
in H1
2019*
000

5,969
2,809
1,211
1,158
622
828
883

5,957
2,750
1,342
988
777
868
956

5,950
2,389
1,276
1,014
857
853
851

-0.1
-13.1
-4.9
+2.6
+10.2
-1.7
-11.1

-0.3
-14.9
+5.3
-12.5
+37.6
+3.0
-3.7

531

532

539

+1.4

+1.5

254
518

418
485

489
477

+17.1
-1.7

+92.6
-7.9

Number of Number of
Destination holidays
holidays
in H1 2017 in H1 2018

Spain
France
Italy
Portugal
Greece
Netherlands
USA
Irish
Republic
Turkey
Germany

Change
H1 2018H1 2019

Change
H1 2017H1 2019

%

* provisional figures
Source: IPS by Office for National Statistics/Mintel

The US noted a double digit decline in
the number of UK holidays in the first half
of 2019. The relatively low value of the
Pound (see Market Drivers) is likely to
have deterred some potential visitors.
The number of UK holidays to France
also declined significantly (-13%). Given
its close proximity to the UK, France has
the opportunity to invest in its accessibility
by train. 44% of those who have been on

© Mintel Group Ltd. All rights reserved.

holiday to France or would be interested
in going say they would consider taking a
holiday by high speed train to destinations
beyond Paris. There is also an opportunity
to boost France’s culinary image, as
food and wine tasting holidays to France
hold a high potential (38%) according to
the upcoming Mintel Report Holidays to
France – UK, March 2020.
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Market Drivers
Consumers saved more in 2019,
putting spending levels under
pressure
Growth in expenditure on domestic and
overseas holidays is expected to have
fallen to 0.7% in 2019 from 2.4% in 2018
(see Market Size and Forecast – Total)
as more UK adults added to their savings
amid Brexit uncertainties in 2019.

FIGURE 22: ADDED TO SAVINGS IN THE PAST THREE MONTHS, 2018
VERSUS 2019
“Have you added to your savings over the last 3 months?”

48

48

47

44

42

41

The UK’s economic growth is expected
to remain soft at 1.1% in 2020, compared
to 1.3% in 2019, according to the HM
Treasury forecast published in December
2019. Meanwhile, Brexit negotiations
will continue to influence the value of the
Pound in 2020. As a result, destinations
with low living costs and more favourable
exchange rates will continue to benefit.

Timing of Brexit could delay
holiday bookings

52

52

%

February

May

August
2018

November

2019

Base: 2,000 internet users aged 16+
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel

Holidaying intentions remain strong, but
some consumers may be holding off on
booking to see what happens after the
scheduled departure from the EU on the
31st of January 2020. 31% of UK adults
plan to book a holiday in the period
November 2019 to January 2020, which
is slightly lower than booking intentions
measured in the same month in the
previous year (35%).
Raising awareness of holiday deals that
can only be booked in January will help to
convince consumers with a ‘wait and see’
attitude to book their holiday early in the
year. Travel brands should also ensure
they have up to date information available
on Brexit’s impact on travel.

FIGURE 23: BOOKED A HOLIDAY IN THE PAST THREE MONTHS VERSUS
PLANS TO BOOK A HOLIDAY IN THE NEXT THREE MONTHS, NOVEMBER
2018 VERSUS NOVEMBER 2019
“Which of the following have you done over the last 3 months? And which do
you plan to do over the next 3 months?”
35
31
28
26
23

22

%

Nov-13 – Nov-19
average

Nov-18

Nov-19

Have booked a
holiday in the past three months

Nov-13 – Nov-19
average

Nov-18

Nov-19

Planning to book a
holiday in the next three months

Base: 2,000 internet users aged 16+
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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Election result had a positive
impact on sterling’s value
Expectations that the Conservatives would
gain a majority in parliament and the
confirmation of this following the election
result have improved the government’s
chances of resolving the Brexit deadlock.
This had a positive impact on the value of
the Pound between mid-October 2019 and
the period after the election (which was
held on 12 December).
However, the value of the Pound will
remain at risk as the UK continues Brexit
negotiations in 2020. 34% of UK adults are
concerned about an increase in the cost of
holidays post-Brexit. Other than the cost of
eating food at home, consumers are most
likely to be concerned about price rises
in the holiday market of the 13 categories
surveyed, (see the Mintel whitepaper
Brexit: The Consumer View – October
2019).
Providers of multi-currency cards therefore
have an opportunity to promote the
benefits of locking in exchange rates.
Currently, only 35% of UK overseas
holidaymakers are aware of the option to
pay with a multi-currency prepaid card.
Awareness levels are even lower among
the younger generation; 27% of those
aged 18-34 know about this option.

FIGURE 24: POUND VERSUS EURO AND US DOLLAR, 1 APRIL 2016-31
DECEMBER 2019
1.60

1.50

1.40

1.30

1.20

1.10

1.00

Spot exchange rate, £1 into euros

Spot exchange rate, £1 into US Dollars

Source: Bank of England/Mintel

On 6 January 2020, Jet2.com and
Jet2holidays announced a partnership
with WeSwap to offer its customers a
prepaid global travel money card. An
incentive of £15 travel money is given
to those who order the card and add
£50 onto it. WeSwap is a peer-to-peer
currency exchange platform which enables
holidaymakers to swap currencies directly
with each other.
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What You Need to Know
easyJet launches its new holiday business
easyJet is looking to increase its share in the package holiday
market, having relaunched easyJet holidays in November 2019.
The brand provides roughly 5,000 hotels across 100+ destinations
via a dedicated website which uses AI to learn and personalise
the website experience for customers (see Launch Activity and
Innovation).

Jet2holidays launches VIBE targeting Millennials
Jet2holidays introduced its new brand VIBE by Jet2holidays

in November 2019 to target holidaymakers with a “Millennial
mindset”. Hotels across almost 50 resorts are grouped into four
categories to help travellers find their ideal holiday: Iconic, Party,
Pure and Chilled (see Launch Activity and Innovation).

Train operators Eurostar and Thalys have proposed a
merger
In September 2019, Eurostar and Thalys announced they had
presented plans to shareholders to join forces and encourage
the future growth of high-speed rail travel in Europe. The project,
Green Speed, outlines an opportunity to improve customer
service (eg better connections) and increase efficiency by
combining both companies’ resources, such as fleets, information
and distribution systems (see Launch Activity and Innovation).
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British Airways uses AI and video technology to
improve punctuality
In November 2019, British Airways installed cameras around
three of its aircraft stands at Heathrow Airport. Live footage is
automatically compared with the proposed schedule from the
moment that passengers disembark the plane until it departs for
the next flight. If any issues are detected an alert is sent to the
smartwatch of the manager in charge. This process should help to
guarantee safe and on time departures (see Launch Activity and
Innovation).

High potential to capture market share following
Thomas Cook collapse
A high share of customers of both TUI and Jet2holidays would
recommend these brands to others, whilst Jet2holidays’ efforts to
exceed customer expectations result in many people describing
their experience with the company as excellent. easyJet’s recently
launched holiday business will benefit from high brand awareness
and an extensive flight network, but the company will have to go
the extra mile to impress customers who decide to book a holiday
with the brand (see Brand Usage and Perceptions – Package
Holiday Providers).

© Mintel Group Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Launch Activity and Innovation
New launches in the package
holiday market
easyJet launches its new holiday
business
easyJet aims to increase its share in the
package holiday market, having introduced
easyJet holidays. The business launched
on 28 November 2019, providing roughly
5,000 hotels across 100+ destinations via
a dedicated website which uses AI to learn
and personalise the website experience for
customers. At the time of writing, easyJet
has a license to carry almost 794,000
passengers under ATOL protection, with
an ambition to increase this license.

Switzerland, Germany and Italy. ÖBB will
launch the Brussels-Vienna route by Nightjet
from January 2020, providing UK citizens
with the option to travel from London to
Brussels by Eurostar before connecting to
the new Nightjet service.
Train operators Eurostar and
Thalys have proposed a merger

Customers will benefit from easyJet’s
extensive network, providing relatively
high flexibility in flight times and dates.
Flight departure times are the third most
important factor when holidaying, following
price and quality of accommodation (see
the Mintel Report Long-haul vs Short-haul
Holidays - UK - September 2019).

Eurostar and Thalys are looking to join
forces to encourage the future growth of
high-speed rail travel in Europe. The project,
Green Speed, outlines an opportunity to
improve customer service and increase
efficiency by combining both companies’
resources, such as fleets, information and
distribution systems. Travellers should
benefit from one loyalty programme, better
connections and an easier way to book
international train travel (eg one single ticket
between countries/cities on its networks). On
27 September 2019, Eurostar announced
that the merger plan had been presented
to the boards of both train operators’
shareholders.

Jet2holidays launches VIBE
targeting Millennials

New AI innovations to increase
efficiency

Jet2holidays introduced its new brand

British Airways uses AI and video
technology to improve punctuality

VIBE by Jet2holidays on 26 November
2019. The brand targets holidaymakers
with a “Millennial mindset”. VIBE launched
with hotels across almost 50 resorts
on offer. The brand has a dedicated
campaign, brochure, educational
programme for agents, website and social
media channels. Hotels are grouped into
four categories to help travellers find their
ideal holiday: Iconic, Party, Pure and
Chilled.

Train operators are increasing their
focus on the holiday market
Night trains are being reintroduced
Austrian railway operator ÖBB has ordered
new night trains, the so called Nightjets,
which will run from 2022 onwards. The
new design aims to increase levels of
comfort and privacy (eg compartments
will have a private toilet and shower).
The operator connects cities in Austria,
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In November 2019, British Airways installed
cameras around three of its aircraft stands
in Heathrow for passengers departing
terminal 5. Live footage is automatically
compared with the proposed schedule from
the moment passengers disembark the
plane until it departs for the next flight. If
any issues are detected, an alert is sent to
the smart watch of the manager in charge.
This process should help to guarantee safe
and on time departures. The AI solution has
been developed by tech start-up Assaia,
which participated in British Airways’ parent
company’s (IAG) start-up accelerator
programme.
TUI uses AI to help answer client
queries
Simple questions such as transfer pickup times or representative visiting times
accounted for 30% of TUI’s enquiries in
the summer season in 2019. To increase
© Mintel Group Ltd. All rights reserved.

efficiency, TUI has developed a platform
called AIR (Artificial Intelligence Response)
to enable automatic responses to client
questions over the phone and via the TUI
Digital Assistant App. In August 2019, the
company highlighted that the platform
generates answer suggestions that are
checked manually before being sent in
response to online queries. However,
the learning character of the technology
will ensure that many client queries are
answered fully automatically in the future.
The technology reduces waiting times and
workload so more time can be invested
in answering complex queries or advising
travellers.

Travel brands are improving their
sustainable practices
Intrepid Travel Group committed to
be climate positive by 2020
Intrepid Travel has been carbon neutral
since late 2010 by offsetting the carbon
emissions generated by its trips and offices
through investments in renewable energy
projects. By 2020 the small-group adventure
tour company aims to be climate positive by
removing additional carbon dioxide from the
atmosphere. For example, the company is
helping to raise money to launch Australia’s
first seaweed platform off Tasmania’s
eastern coast.
TUI launches ‘Big Up Small
Business’ initiative to support local
companies
In December 2019, the TUI Care
Foundation announced a partnership
with the independent charity The Travel
Foundation to help small local businesses
in Jamaica benefit from tourism. Exhibitions,
conferences and workshops are organised
for over 150 micro to medium enterprises
to teach them how to develop and market
their products to travel companies and
holidaymakers.
25% of British holidaymakers think travel
companies should prioritise efforts to reduce
poverty in poorer destinations (eg supporting
local community projects, see the Mintel
Report The Ethical Traveller – UK, February
2020).
NEXT
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Brand Usage and PerceptionsPackage Holiday Providers
High potential to capture market
share following Thomas Cook
collapse
Despite the collapse of Thomas Cook,
most consumers still trust the package
holiday market. As such, there is great
potential for brands to fill the capacity gap
left by the collapse of the third-largest
package holiday provider. However,
travellers will be more cautious when
selecting a package holiday provider.
Customer satisfaction, financial protection
and brand awareness are crucial elements
for brands looking to increase their market
share in the package holiday market in
2020. The older generation is more likely
to be influenced by previous experience
with a brand, whilst the younger generation
is more likely to be led by customer
reviews (see Factors Influencing Choice of
Package Holiday Provider).

A high share of customers of both TUI
and Jet2holidays would recommend these
brands to others. Jet2holidays’ efforts to
exceed customer expectations also result
in many people describing their experience
with the firm as excellent, suggesting
it has a great opportunity to benefit if
customers share these experiences
online. An impressive share of Virgin
Holidays’ customers have similarly had an
excellent experience with the company,
but its association with being expensive
and exclusive is likely to dampen
recommendation levels.
Though financial protection is not a
unique selling point when competing with
other package holiday providers, brands
should still promote this aspect. Many
holidaymakers are not aware that package
holidays offer extra financial protection
compared to other types of holidays (see
Factors Influencing Choice of Package
Holiday Provider).

From the surveyed brands, package
holiday providers TUI and easyJet (the
latter based on the airline brand) are the
most well-known as they hold the highest
levels of brand awareness and brand
usage in the past. easyJet’s recently
launched holiday business will benefit from
high brand awareness and an extensive
flight network (see Launch Activity and
Innovation), but the airline’s experience
rating and recommendation levels lack
behind f Jet2.com. For easyJet to rapidly
gain market share in the package holiday
market, it will have to go the extra mile to
impress customers who decide to book a
holiday with the brand.
See the Brand Research section in the
Mintel Reports Holiday Planning and
Booking Process – UK, May 2019 and
Airlines – UK, August 2019 for more
information.

FIGURE 25: KEY METRICS FOR SELECTED BRANDS, APRIL 2019

(a) Based on the airline brand, June 2019
* Base: 2,000 internet users aged 16+
** Base: internet users aged 16+ who have heard of the brand
*** Base: internet users aged 16+ who have ever used the brand
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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TUI and Jet2holidays look well
positioned to appeal to former
Thomas Cook customers
Committed Thomas Cook customers
(those who used Thomas Cook in the 12
months to April 2019 and selected the
brand as ‘I prefer it over others’ or ‘It’s a
favourite brand’) are likely to be looking out
for other brands.
The two leading package holiday
operators, TUI and Jet2holidays, are well
positioned to appeal to those who were
committed to Thomas Cook. TUI is more
likely to persuade those looking for a wellknown, good quality travel company they
can rely on, while Jet2holidays is likely to
appeal to former Thomas Cook customers
who are predominantly value-driven (see
also the Mintel Analyst Insight Thomas
Cook: What went wrong and who is set to
benefit? - 27th September 2019).
Virgin Holidays can benefit from its good
reputation and high quality perceptions.
However, the brand’s expensive image
places it in a weaker position.

FIGURE 26: ATTITUDES OF ‘COMMITTED’ THOMAS COOK CUSTOMERS, BY
BRAND, APRIL 2019
%
A brand that I trust

46

35

A brand that is consistently high quality

40
37

29

40

A brand that has a good reputation

38

A brand that is innovative

43
45

34

29

37
36

A brand that offers good value

47

21

A brand that is worth paying more for

22

25
32
33
34
33

None of these
TUI

Jet2holidays

Virgin Holidays

Base: internet users aged 16+ who were committed* to Thomas Cook and also aware of TUI, Jet2holidays and/or
Virgin Holidays

Other package holiday providers were not
included in the brand research.
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* Those who used Thomas Cook and selected the brand as ‘I prefer it over others’ or ‘It’s a favourite brand’
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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What You Need to Know
Holiday participation remained stable amid Brexit
uncertainties

company (see Factors Influencing Choice of Package Holiday
Provider).

82% of UK adults went on a holiday in the 12 months to
November 2019. Holiday participation remained stable amid
Brexit uncertainties, which shows once again that holidaying is
among Brits’ highest priorities (see Holiday Destinations Visited).

Brexit and company closures instil caution among
holidaymakers

City breaks most undertaken holiday type in the UK
A city break is the most undertaken holiday type in the UK and the
second most undertaken when looking at overseas destinations.
Increased (low-cost) flight connections have enabled more
Brits to take a city break over the past few years; 41% of UK
holidaymakers went on a city break in the year to November 2019
(see Types of Holidays Taken).

Package holidays set to retain appeal for travellers’
main holiday
The share of those planning to book their upcoming main holiday
as a package shows no signs of decline compared to how
travellers booked their main holiday in recent years. This suggests
that the Thomas Cook collapse has had no impact on peoples’
faith in the package holiday market (see Holidaying Intentions).

Younger generation more likely to rely on customer
reviews
Those aged 35+ are most likely to choose a package holiday
provider based on their own experience with the brand, whilst
those aged 16-34 are most likely to be influenced by online
customer reviews. Those with young children are especially
likely to take online reviews into account when selecting a travel
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In November 2019, 39% of UK adults stated that uncertainties
around Brexit have made them more cautious about booking
holidays, which is comparable to levels seen in February 2019.
However, travel company collapses have added another layer of
uncertainty; 44% of UK adults say the recent collapse of travel
companies, such as Thomas Cook and Superbreak, has made
them more cautious about booking holidays (see Consumer
Sentiment towards Booking Holidays).

Local food and drink has great potential to put
destinations on the map
Food and drink plays an important role in the holiday planning
process. 44% of overseas holidaymakers say the local food and
drink often impacts their destination choice when holidaying
abroad, whilst this is the case for 37% of domestic holidaymakers
when holidaying in the UK (see Food and Drink Tourism).

High demand for food experiences among the
younger generation
Across all age groups, visiting a food market or food festival are
among the most desired food experiences when on a holiday.
Visiting local producers and vineyards are more likely to appeal
to holidaymakers aged 55+, while holidaymakers aged 16-34 are
more likely to be interested in food tours, having dinner at a local’s
home or participating in a cooking workshop (see Food and Drink
Tourism).

© Mintel Group Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Holiday Destinations Visited
Holiday participation remained
stable amid Brexit uncertainties

FIGURE 27: DESTINATIONS VISITED ON HOLIDAY IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS,
NOVEMBER 2018 VS NOVEMBER 2019

82% of UK adults went on a holiday in the
12 months to November 2019. Holiday
participation remained stable amid Brexit
uncertainties, which shows once again
that holidaying is among Brits’ highest
priorities.

“Which of the following destinations have you visited for a holiday in the last 12
months? Please select all that apply.”
%

Holiday participation is highest among
Brits with a household income of at least
£50,000 (93%), those with under-18s in
their household (92%) and those aged 1634 (87%).
Relatively few people aged 45+ living in a
single-person household (60%) went on a
holiday. Meanwhile, 68% of over-45s living
alone agree that the travel industry does
not cater well enough for solo travellers,
compared to 51% of all UK adults. This
shows there is still significant opportunity
to develop products to include this
segment in the holiday market.
The senior demographic group is one
of the most likely to feel the impact of
loneliness as described in the Mintel
Trend Social Isolation. Escorted tours
and trips focused around hobbies and
special interests could create opportunities
for older singles to connect and combat
feelings of loneliness. 55% of those aged
45+ and living in one-person households
show interest in escorted tours versus
46% of all UK adults, whilst pursuing a
hobby is their second most sought after
group holiday type (27%). Most singles
aged 45+ show interest in travelling with
a mix of genders, other solo travellers
and people of mixed ages when joining a
group holiday (see the Mintel Report Solo
Holidays – UK, October 2018).
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82

Any destination

82

64

UK

62

50

Overseas

50

43

Short-haul

Long-haul

None of these

43

15
14

18
18

Nov-18

Nov-19

Base: 2,000 internet users aged 16+
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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Highest participation levels in
holidays to England and Spain

FIGURE 28: DESTINATIONS VISITED ON HOLIDAY IN THE PAST 12 MONTHS,
BY COUNTRY, NOVEMBER 2018 VS NOVEMBER 2019

Similar to the previous year, England is
the destination where most holidaymakers
decided to spend a holiday in the 12
months to November 2019, followed by
Spain.

“Which of the following destinations have you visited for a holiday in the last 12
months? Please select all that apply.”

The UK is Spain’s largest source market
for international tourist arrivals. However,
the destination is facing headwinds
following the Thomas Cook collapse.
Results from the Spanish statistical office
INE show a drop of -4.4% and -6.4% in
the number of British arrivals in October
2019 and November 2019 respectively
- the months following Thomas Cook’s
collapse. In December 2019, the Spanish
government approved a 200 million euro
credit line for affected companies. The
regional governments of the Balearic and
Canary Islands, which are highlighted
as the most impacted regions, have
committed to developing actions that
enable a recovery in their connectivity and
the diversification of their tourism offer.

%
55
53

England
12
11

Scotland

10
9

Wales
Northern Ireland

2
2
18
18

Spain
11
11

France

26
26

Other destination in Europe
15
14

Other destination outside of Europe

18
18

I have not taken a holiday in the last 12 months
Nov-18

Nov-19

Base: 2,000 internet users aged 16+
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel

Mintel’s Experiences Trends Driver shows
that 76% of those who have been on a
beach holiday say they love trying new
experiences, compared to 65% of all UK
adults. This provides opportunities for
travel companies to offer more varied
excursions and day trips to beach
holidaymakers. Local food and drink can
be an interesting angle for destinations
as this influences the choice of many
holidaymakers when deciding where to
travel to. Offering local food experiences
can also tap into travellers’ desire to learn
about a culture and try new things (see
Food and Drink Tourism).
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Types of Holidays Taken
City breaks most undertaken
holiday type in the UK

FIGURE 29: TYPES OF HOLIDAY TAKEN IN THE UK AND OVERSEAS,
NOVEMBER 2019

A city break is the most undertaken holiday
type in the UK and the second most
undertaken when looking at overseas
destinations. Increased (low-cost) flight
connections have enabled more Brits to
take a city break over the past few years;
41% of UK holidaymakers went on a city
break in the year to November 2019.

“Which of the following best describe the types of holiday(s) that you have taken
<in the UK/abroad> in the last 12 months? Please select all that apply.”

The most undertaken holiday types abroad
are summer beach holidays followed by
city breaks. The high popularity of both
summer beach holidays and city breaks
overseas provides opportunities for brands
to increase their focus on coastal cities
and multi-centre holidays, where city and
beach destinations can be combined. The
Mintel Report Long-haul vs Short-haul
Holidays – UK, September 2019 showed
high interest in multi-centre holidays in
both Europe (53%) and outside Europe
(50%). Meanwhile, being able to visit
multiple destinations is consumers’ biggest
motivation for taking a cruise (68%, see
the upcoming Mintel Report Cruises – UK,
February 2020).
Destinations that are relatively
undiscovered are expected to perform
well, fuelled by travellers’ need to share
eye-catching stories via social media and
their increasing desire to avoid crowded
holiday destinations (see the Mintel
Analyst Insight The five travel trends to
watch in 2020 - 16th December 2019).

%
City break
Summer beach holiday

8

Cultural/historical sightseeing holiday

Coach tour
Snowsports holiday (b)
None of these
Total

Domestic

5

34

25

18
14
17
17

9
8

6
7
6
7

4
4

21

14

4

Winter beach holiday

Cruise

43
30
30

Rural/countryside-based holiday

Other activity holiday (a)

37

26

Family holiday

Camping/caravan park holiday

41
40

34

8

6
6

4
3
4
3
4
2
Overseas

Base total: 1,646 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday in the last 12 months
Base domestic: 1,235 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday in the UK in the last 12 months
Base overseas: 990 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday abroad in the last 12 months
(a) eg cycling, golf
(b) eg skiing, snowboarding
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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Holidaying Intentions
Package holidays set to retain
appeal for travellers’ main holiday

FIGURE 30: LIKELY BOOKING METHOD FOR MAIN HOLIDAY IN THE NEXT 12
MONTHS, NOVEMBER 2019

The share of those planning to book their
upcoming main holiday as a package
shows no signs of decline compared to
how travellers booked their main holiday
in recent years (see the Mintel Report
Package vs Independent Holidays –
UK, April 2019). This suggests that the
Thomas Cook collapse has had no impact
on peoples’ faith in the package holiday
market.

“How are you most likely to book your main holiday for the next 12 months? By
main holiday we mean the holiday you intend to spend the most on in terms of
travel and accommodation.”

However, the failure of the third-largest
package holiday provider has installed
cautious behaviour among many travellers
when booking holidays (see Consumer
Sentiment towards Booking Holidays).
Those planning to book their main holiday
as a package are likely to look out for wellknown brands that provide great customer
experiences. Older consumers are more
likely to base their decision on previous
experiences, whilst younger generations
are more likely to take online customer
reviews into account (see Factors
Influencing Choice of Package Holiday
Provider).

%

Independently (a)

Travel only (b)

Accommodation only

35

7

6

Net: total independent*

47

32

As a package (c)

Don't know

I don't plan to take a holiday in the next 12 months

8

13

Base: 2,000 internet users aged 16+
* Net: total independent is the total of the categories ‘Independently’, ‘Travel only’ and ‘Accommodation only’
(a) ie travel and accommodation booked separately
(b) eg flights, train
(c) ie travel and accommodation booked together
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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Holidaymakers plan to take more
holidays than last year

FIGURE 31: PLANS FOR ALL HOLIDAYS IN THE NEXT 12 MONTHS, BY
FREQUENCY, NOVEMBER 2019

20% of domestic holidaymakers are
planning to take more staycations in the
12 months following November 2019,
whilst 11% intend to take fewer holidays
in the UK. Meanwhile, 18% of overseas
holidaymakers are planning to travel
more frequently abroad, versus 10% who
are planning to travel less often. These
results show that holidaying remains
important for Brits and they would like to
go more often when they have the chance.
However, intentions do not always match
actual behaviour. External factors such
as the currency exchange rate, Brexit
uncertainties and the weather will impact
booking patterns. Taking this into account,
Mintel forecasts moderate growth in the
number of holidays taken by UK residents
in 2020 (see Market Size and Forecast –
Total).

“Compared to the last 12 months do you expect to take more, the same, or less
of the following in the next 12 months?”
Positive vs negative
(percentage points)***

%
Holidays in the UK*

Holidays abroad**

Short breaks (a)

Long breaks (b)

Independently booked holidays (c)

Package holidays (d)

20
4

18

69

10

3

17

63

13

7

16

66

13

6

12
12

62

14

12

More

55

20

14

The same

+10

66

11

Less

+8

+4

+3

-2

-8

Don't know

Base: 1,582 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday in the last 12 months and plan to take a holiday in
the next 12 months

One in five holidaymakers plan to take
fewer package holidays in the next
12 months; however, it is clear that a
significant proportion of consumers
are unsure whether they will book their
holiday independently or as a package.
Consumers are no less likely to book their
main holiday as a package in 2020 (see
figure 30) – suggesting that the anticipated
cut back will come from packages less
likely to be considered for extra holidays/
top-up breaks.

* 1,189 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday in the UK in the last 12 months and plan to take a
holiday in the next 12 months
** 967 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday abroad in the last 12 months and plan to take a holiday
in the next 12 months
*** Positive vs negative (percentage points) = the share of holidaymakers who are planning to take more holidays
-/- the share who is planning to take less holidays
(a) 1-3 nights
(b) 4+ nights
(c) ie travel and accommodation booked separately
(d) ie travel and accommodation booked together
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel

Package holiday providers are challenged
to combat greater competition from the
independent sector amid rising demand
for short breaks (1-3 nights) and flexibility.
Package holidays are less likely to
be considered flexible or as having
more options available compared to
independently-booked holidays (see the
Mintel Report Package vs Independent
Holidays – UK, April 2019). Shorter breaks
are more likely to be booked closer to
departure date, offering the opportunity for
brands to influence consumers’ decisionmaking by making inspirational content
instantly bookable and by bringing lastminute deals to their attention.
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Factors Influencing Choice of
Package Holiday Provider
Previous experience leading factor
when choosing a package holiday
provider
Those planning to book their main holiday
in 2020 as a package are most likely to
be influenced by previous experience of
a brand (61%), while financial protection
is the second most mentioned influencer
(51%). There are, however, significant
differences between age groups.
Only 60% of package holidaymakers and
45% of independent travellers are aware
that package holidays offer extra financial
protection compared to other holiday
types. However, financial protection has
become more important in the decision
to book a package holiday amid Brexit
uncertainties (see the Mintel Report
Package vs Independent Holidays – UK,
April 2019). It is therefore important
that brands offering financial protection
(eg ATOL) promote awareness of this,
particularly when targeting the over-35s
(see figure 33).

FIGURE 32: FACTORS INFLUENCING CHOICE OF PACKAGE HOLIDAY
PROVIDER, NOVEMBER 2019
“Which of these factors are most likely to influence your choice of travel
company when booking a package holiday? Please rank up to 3 options, with 1
having the most influence.”
%
Previous experience of brand

20

30

Offers financial protection (a)

How well-known the brand is

14

16

Online customer reviews

16

14

Recommendations from family or friends

Has physical stores
1

12

11

6
2

6
3

49

15

15

20

39

11

54

16

58

13

64

13

80

7
Not selected

Base: 636 internet users aged 16+ who are most likely to book their main holiday as a package in the next 12
months
(a) eg ATOL
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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Younger generation more likely to
rely on customer reviews

FIGURE 33: FACTORS INFLUENCING CHOICE OF PACKAGE HOLIDAY
PROVIDER, BY AGE, NOVEMBER 2019

The over-35s are most likely to choose a
package holiday provider based on their
experience with the brand, whilst those
aged 16-34 are most likely to be influenced
by online customer reviews.

“Which of these factors are most likely to influence your choice of travel
company when booking a package holiday? Please rank up to 3 options, with 1
having the most influence.”
%

Those with children aged under-12 are
especially likely (57%) to take online
reviews into account when booking a
package holiday. Many package holiday
providers have integrated TripAdvisor
reviews into their holiday offering to
make it easier for travellers to find their
ideal holiday. However, there is generally
no option for potential customers to
view reviews from specific groups (eg
families, couples). Displaying the option to
customise reviews will help to make them
more relevant.

61

47

Previous experience of brand

How well-known the brand is

55

41

47

44

27

60

46
49

42
Online customer reviews

77

51

40

Offers financial protection (a)

64

53

36
Recommendations from family or friends
28

Has physical stores
15
Total

16-34

37

41

20
23
21

35-54

55+

Base: 636 internet users aged 16+ who are most likely to book their main holiday as a package in the next 12
months
(a) eg ATOL
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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Consumer Sentiment towards
Booking Holidays
Brexit and company closures instil
caution among holidaymakers
In November 2019, 39% of UK adults
stated that uncertainties around Brexit have
made them more cautious about booking
holidays, which is comparable to levels seen
in February 2019 (40%). However, travel
company collapses have added another
layer of uncertainty; 44% of UK adults say
the recent collapse of travel companies,
such as Thomas Cook and Superbreak, has
made them more cautious about booking
holidays.
Mintel’s Technology Trends Driver shows
that those who are concerned are more
likely to agree that they like to keep wellinformed about the latest news/happenings
in the world (80%). As a result, it seems that
consumers understand that Thomas Cook’s
failure should not be confused with the
demise of the package holiday market.

FIGURE 34: ATTITUDES TOWARDS BOOKING HOLIDAYS, NOVEMBER 2019
“Do the following statements apply to you?”
%

The recent collapse of some travel companies (a) has
made me more cautious about booking holidays

44

49

7

Uncertainties around Brexit have made me more cautious
about booking holidays

39

55

7

Recent strikes by airline staff (b) have made me more
cautious about booking flights

38

54

7

Yes

No

Don't know

Base: 2,000 internet users aged 16+
(a) eg Thomas Cook, Superbreak
(b) eg BA, Ryanair
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel

Brits who are more cautious as a result of
Brexit uncertainties are more likely to plan
more holidays in the UK in 2020. As a result,
the volume of domestic holidays is expected
to grow slightly above overseas holidays in
2020, at 1.5% and 1.0% respectively (see
Market Size and Forecast – Domestic and
Market Size and Forecast - Overseas).
Those who travelled to long-haul
destinations in the 12 months to November
2019 are less likely to agree that they are
more cautious about booking holidays amid
Brexit uncertainties (32%). Travel company
collapses had less impact on the levels of
concern among this group too; 39% say they
are more cautious as a result (compared to
44% of all).
In contrast, those who are planning to
book their main holiday as a package in
2020 are more cautious because of Brexit
uncertainties (47%) and travel company
failures (56%). However, travellers do not
seem to have lost faith in package holiday
providers as package holidays are still highly
likely to be considered for their upcoming
main holiday (see Holidaying Intentions).
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Younger generation and families
with children more likely to be
cautious

FIGURE 35: ATTITUDES TOWARDS BOOKING HOLIDAYS FOLLOWING THE
COLLAPSE OF SOME TRAVEL COMPANIES, BY DEMOGRAPHICS, NOVEMBER
2019

The younger generation and families with
children seem to be more cautious about
booking holidays due to the collapse of
some travel companies. Young travellers
and those with children aged 11 years
and under are more likely to select a
holiday provider based on online customer
reviews (see Factors Influencing Choice
of Package Holiday Provider). As a result,
travel companies have to go the extra mile
to impress customers with great customer
service to encourage positive reviews.

“Does the statement ‘the recent collapse of some travel companies (eg Thomas
Cook, Superbreak) has made me more cautious about booking holidays’ apply
to you?”

Jet2.com welcomes the highest share
of ‘excellent experiences’ among the
surveyed low-cost carriers in Mintel’s
brand research (see the Mintel Report
Airlines – UK, August 2019). This is
a result of its strong focus on giving
travellers the best customer service and
exceeding their expectations. Jet2.com
and Jet2holidays will provide customers
with the option to pre-order four different
children’s meal boxes for flights departing
from February 2020 onwards. The boxes,
which can be purchased prior to the flight/
holiday from £7.50 each, also contain
a pack with entertaining and learning
activities.
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Age

% who answered
‘Yes’

16-24

58

25-34

60

35-44

47

45-54

36

55-64
65+

37
28

Any children
Children aged 18 and under
Children aged over 18
No children

54
34
44

Socio-economic groups
AB
C1C2
DE

46
42
45

Base: 2,000 internet users aged 16+
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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Food and Drink Tourism
Local food and drink has great
potential to put destinations on
the map
Food and drink plays an important role
in the holiday planning process. 44% of
overseas holidaymakers say the local food
and drink often impacts their destination
choice when holidaying abroad, whilst
this is the case for 37% of domestic
holidaymakers when holidaying in the
UK. Holidaymakers aged 16-34 are most
likely to be influenced by food and drink
when choosing their destination, whether
in the UK or overseas (52% and 58%
respectively).
Culinary holidays are among the holiday
types which are more likely to be taken
throughout all seasons (see the Mintel
Report Domestic Tourism – UK, October
2019). Local food and drink can thus
encourage visits outside the high season,
and help increase interest in visiting
lesser-known regions. As such, Ireland
has decided to promote its food and drink
culture across the country through the
three-year Taste the Island programme.
Visits to food producers, breweries,
food trails, food festivals, workshops of
traditional skills and traditional pubs are
among the highlighted activities to spark
interest among international travellers.
The initiative is a collaboration between
Fáilte Ireland (ie the National Tourism
Development Authority) and the tourist
boards Tourism Ireland and Tourism NI.
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FIGURE 36: INFLUENCE OF LOCAL FOOD AND DRINK ON THE DESTINATION
CHOICE, DOMESTIC VERSUS OVERSEAS, NOVEMBER 2019
“Do the following statements apply to you?”
%

The local food and drink often impacts my destination
choice when holidaying in the UK

37

The local food and drink often impacts my destination
choice when holidaying abroad

Yes

57

44

No

5

50

5

Don't know

Base statement UK: 1,235 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday in the UK in the last 12 months
Base statement abroad: 990 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday abroad in the last 12 months
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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High demand for food experiences
among the younger generation

FIGURE 37: INTEREST IN CULINARY EXPERIENCES, BY AGE, NOVEMBER
2019

Across all age groups, visiting a food
market or food festival are among the
most desired food experiences when
on a holiday. Visiting local producers
and vineyards are more likely to appeal
to holidaymakers aged 55+, while
holidaymakers aged 16-34 are very much
open to participating in food tours (ie
visiting multiple food places led by a guide/
chef). Having dinner at a local’s home and
participating in a cooking workshop are
also more appealing to younger travellers.

“Which of the following culinary activities would you be most interested in doing
whilst on holiday? Please select up to 3.”

Families should not be overlooked when
offering food experiences. Roughly 6
in 10 parents of under-4s say the local
food and drink often impacts their holiday
destination choice. Offering familyfriendly activities that increase the fun for
kids, whilst enabling families to connect
over food and drink will enhance their
experience.
Brands should also note that parents of
young children are likely to be swayed
by health-related factors when choosing
places to visit for food and drink. This
group values restaurants that offer healthy
menu options and display a visible hygiene
rating (see the Mintel Report Eating Out:
The Decision Making Process – UK, July
2019).

%
44
43
45
45

Visiting a food market
33

Visiting a food festival

30
22
20
21

Visiting local producers (a)

21
21

15

Vineyard tour

27
31

18

12

35

26

20

Food tour (b)

33

19
17
19
20

Brewery tour
Having dinner at a local's home

10

14
14

11

Cooking workshop

7

18

9
14

None of these
Total

16-34

17

20

35-54

22

25
55+

Base: 1,800 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday in the last 12 months or plan to take a holiday in
the next 12 months
(a) eg farm, local artisans
(b) ie visiting multiple food places led by a guide/chef
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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Food and drink more likely to
impact destination choice of male
urban citizens aged 16-44

FIGURE 38: INFLUENCE OF LOCAL FOOD AND DRINK IN OVERSEAS
DESTINATION CHOICE, CHAID ANALYSIS, NOVEMBER 2019

Local food and drink is more likely to
impact the destination choice of male
urban citizens aged 16-44 (at 71% versus
44% of all overseas holidaymakers from
the UK). Visiting a food market or a festival
are this demographic’s most sought after
food experiences, just as they are for all
holidaymakers (see figure 37). However,
the segment is more likely than average
to want to participate in a food tour (34%),
dine at a local’s home (29%) or visit a
brewery (27%).

Base: 990 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday abroad in the last 12 months
* Small sub-sample (75-100)
** Very small sub-sample (50-75)
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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Data Sources, Abbreviations and
Supporting Information
Value figures throughout this report are at retail selling prices (rsp)
and include VAT unless stated otherwise. Market sizes at constant
2019 prices are devised using Mintel’s all items deflator.

behaviours. Research was carried out by Lightspeed among
2,000 internet users aged 16+ in November 2019. Detailed
demographics are given in the Interactive Databook.

Crown copyright material is reproduced with the permission of
the Controller of Her Majesty’s Stationery Office and the Queen’s
Printer for Scotland.

Chaid analysis methodology

Abbreviations
GBTS
FCO
IAG
IPS
ONS
UK

Great Britain Tourism Survey
Foreign and Commonwealth Office
International Airlines Group
International Passenger Survey
Office for National Statistics
United Kingdom

Consumer research methodology
Mintel commissioned consumer research for this Report to assess
consumers’ holiday taking as well as their related attitudes and
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CHAID (Chi-squared Automatic Interaction Detection) is a
target group identification method that is used to highlight key
target groups. CHAID is a classification system that subdivides
the sample into a series of subgroups that share similar
characteristics towards a specific response variable and allows us
to identify which combinations have the highest response rates
for the target variable. The first predictor category (on which the
sample will be split) is the predictor that is associated the most
with the response variable, ie it gives the most differentiating
groups of respondents. Each subgroup is then further split until
the analysis does not find any significantly discriminating predictor
any more. The output is a tree of which the branches are the
predictor variables that split the sample in discriminating groups.

© Mintel Group Ltd. All rights reserved.
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FIGURE 39: CHAID ANALYSIS – TABLE OUTPUT, NOVEMBER 2019

Target group

The local food
and drink often
impacts my
destination
choice when
holidaying abroad

Key Target
Group

Sample (N)

Male internet
users aged 1644 who live in a
large town/city

437

Target (N)

Target group
penetration %

Overall
penetration

% point change
- more likely
than overall
population

136

70.5%

44.1%

+26.4%

Variables used:
Gender
Age
Employment
Area
Base: 990 internet users aged 16+ who have been on holiday abroad in the last 12 months
Source: Lightspeed/Mintel
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Market Size and Forecast
Volume forecast for total holidays
FIGURE 40: FORECAST VOLUME OF TOTAL HOLIDAYS (DOMESTIC* AND OVERSEAS) TAKEN BY UK RESIDENTS,
2019-24
Worst-case
forecast
m
2019 (est)
2020 (fore)
2021 (fore)
2022 (fore)
2023 (fore)
2024 (fore)

Index

106.0
96.5
97.2
98.3
99.2
100.2

100
91
92
93
94
95

Annual
change
%

Mintel
forecast
m

+1.0
-9.0
+0.7
+1.1
+0.9
+1.0

106.0
107.3
109.0
111.0
113.2
115.7

Index

Annual
change
%

Best-case
forecast
m

+1.0
+1.2
+1.6
+1.8
+2.0
+2.2

106.0
117.9
121.7
125.2
128.4
131.9

100
101
103
105
107
109

Index

Annual change
%

100
111
115
118
121
124

+1.0
+11.2
+3.2
+2.9
+2.6
+2.7

*domestic figures exclude Northern Ireland
Source: Mintel

Value forecast for total holidays
FIGURE 41: FORECAST VALUE* OF TOTAL HOLIDAYS (DOMESTIC** AND OVERSEAS) TAKEN BY UK RESIDENTS, 201924
Worst-case
forecast
£m
2019 (est)
2020 (fore)
2021 (fore)
2022 (fore)
2023 (fore)
2024 (fore)

Index

46,764
42,648
42,987
43,693
44,181
45,045

100
91
92
93
94
96

Annual
change
%

Mintel
forecast
£m

+0.7
-8.8
+0.8
+1.6
+1.1
+2.0

46,764
47,377
48,120
49,448
50,615
52,065

Index

Annual
change
%

Best-case
forecast
£m

+0.7
+1.3
+1.6
+2.8
+2.4
+2.9

46,764
52,346
53,453
54,803
55,869
57,544

100
101
103
106
108
111

Index

100
112
114
117
119
123

Annual
change
%
+0.7
+11.9
+2.1
+2.5
+1.9
+3.0

* value figures for overseas holidays do not include spending on travel to and from the UK
**domestic figures exclude Northern Ireland
Source: Mintel

Volume forecast for domestic holidays
FIGURE 42: FORECAST VOLUME OF DOMESTIC HOLIDAYS TAKEN BY BRITISH RESIDENTS, 2019-24
Worst-case
forecast
m
2019 (est)
2020 (fore)
2021 (fore)
2022 (fore)
2023 (fore)
2024 (fore)

Index

59.6
56.2
56.1
56.6
57.0
57.5

100
94
94
95
96
97

Annual
change
%

Mintel
forecast
m

+2.9
-5.7
-0.1
+0.9
+0.7
+0.9

59.6
60.4
61.1
61.6
62.3
63.2

Index

Annual
change
%

Best-case
forecast
m

+2.9
+1.5
+1.1
+0.7
+1.2
+1.4

59.6
63.9
65.6
67.1
68.3
69.6

100
101
103
103
105
106

Index

100
107
110
113
115
117

Annual
change
%
+2.9
+7.3
+2.6
+2.3
+1.8
+1.8

Note: forecast excludes Northern Ireland
Source: Mintel
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Value forecast for domestic holidays
FIGURE 43: FORECAST VALUE OF DOMESTIC HOLIDAYS TAKEN BY BRITISH RESIDENTS, 2019-24
Worstcase
forecast
£m
2019 (est)
2020 (fore)
2021 (fore)
2022 (fore)
2023 (fore)
2024 (fore)

Index

14,321
13,802
13,689
13,895
13,965
14,127

100
96
96
97
98
99

Annual
change

Mintel
forecast

%

£m

+0.2
-3.6
-0.8
+1.5
+0.5
+1.2

14,321
14,521
14,640
14,887
15,064
15,307

Index

Annual
change

Best-case
forecast

%

£m

+0.2
+1.4
+0.8
+1.7
+1.2
+1.6

14,321
15,480
15,792
16,279
16,583
16,907

100
101
102
104
105
107

Index

Annual change
%

100
108
110
114
116
118

+0.2
+8.1
+2.0
+3.1
+1.9
+2.0

Note: forecast excludes Northern Ireland
Source: Mintel

Volume forecast for overseas holidays
FIGURE 44: FORECAST VOLUME OF OVERSEAS HOLIDAYS TAKEN BY UK RESIDENTS, 2019-24
Worstcase
forecast
m
2019 (est)
2020 (fore)
2021 (fore)
2022 (fore)
2023 (fore)
2024 (fore)

46.5
40.3
41.1
41.7
42.2
42.7

Index

100
87
88
90
91
92

Annual
change

Mintel
forecast

%

m

-1.2
-13.2
+1.9
+1.5
+1.2
+1.2

46.5
46.9
47.9
49.4
50.9
52.5

Index

100
101
103
106
110
113

Annual
change

Best-case
forecast

%

m

-1.2
+1.0
+2.2
+3.1
+3.0
+3.2

46.5
54.0
56.2
58.1
60.1
62.3

Index

Annual change
%

100
116
121
125
129
134

-1.2
+16.2
+4.0
+3.5
+3.4
+3.7

Source: Mintel

Value forecast for overseas holidays
FIGURE 45: FORECAST VALUE* OF OVERSEAS HOLIDAYS TAKEN BY UK RESIDENTS, 2019-24
Worst-case
forecast
£m
2019 (est)
2020 (fore)
2021 (fore)
2022 (fore)
2023 (fore)
2024 (fore)

32,444
28,846
29,298
29,798
30,216
30,919

Index

100
89
90
92
93
95

Annual
change
%

Mintel
forecast
£m

+0.9
-11.1
+1.6
+1.7
+1.4
+2.3

32,444
32,856
33,480
34,561
35,551
36,758

Index

Annual
change
%

Best-case
forecast
£m

+0.9
+1.3
+1.9
+3.2
+2.9
+3.4

32,444
36,866
37,662
38,524
39,286
40,637

100
101
103
107
110
113

Index

100
114
116
119
121
125

Annual
change
%
+0.9
+13.6
+2.2
+2.3
+2.0
+3.4

* value figures for overseas holidays do not include spending on travel to and from the UK
Source: Mintel
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Forecast methodology
Mintel has produced this forecast based
on an advanced statistical technique
known as ‘multivariate time series autoregression’ using the statistical software
package SPSS.
The model, based on historical market
size data taken from Mintel’s own
market size database and supplemented
by macro- and socio-economic data
sourced from credible organisations
(eg Office for National Statistics, HM
Treasury, Bank of England), searches
for relationships between actual market
sizes and a selection of key economic and
demographic determinants (independent
variables) in order to identify those
predictors having the most influence on the
market.
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For the domestic market, the factor
identified to have the most influence on
the market volume was the projected size
of the UK population for each year, whilst
household final consumption expenditure
was deemed to have the most influence on
market value.
For the overseas market, the factor
identified to have the most influence on the
market volume was the adult population
(18 +), whilst the projected labour force for
each year was deemed to have the most
influence on market value.
Next to historical market sizes and a
current-year estimate, the fan chart
illustrates the probability of various
outcomes for the market value and volume
of domestic and overseas holidays over
the next five years, as well as the total

© Mintel Group Ltd. All rights reserved.

market (domestic and overseas).
The future uncertainty within this market is
illustrated by the coloured bands around
the five-year forecast. The widening bands
successively show the developments that
occur within 95%, 90%, 70% and 50%
probability intervals. Statistical processes
predict the central forecast to fall within the
darker shaded area which illustrates 50%
probability ie a five in 10 chance.
At a 95% confidence interval, we are
saying that 95 out of 100 times, the
forecast will fall within these outer limits,
which we call the best- and worst-case
forecast as these, based on the statistically
driven forecast, are the highest (best case)
and lowest (worst case) market sizes the
market is expected to achieve.

NEXT
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UK Research Methodology
Mintel is an independent market analysis
company that prides itself on supplying
objective information on a whole range of
markets and marketing issues.
There are six main sources of research
that are used in the compilation of Mintel
reports:
• Consumer research
• Brand & social media research
• Desk research
• Trade research
• Statistical forecasting
• Mintel’s exclusive archive of over 40
years of analysis and expertise.
Mintel reports are written and managed by
analysts with experience in the relevant
markets.
Consumer research
Exclusive and original quantitative
consumer research is commissioned
for almost all Mintel reports. In addition,
qualitative research is also undertaken for
a large proportion of reports in the form of
online discussion groups. Mintel invests a
considerable sum each year in consumer
research, and the purchaser of a Mintel
report benefits, as the price of an individual
report is less than the cost of the original
research alone. The research brings an
up-to-date and unique insight into topical
issues of importance.
Consumer research is conducted among a
nationally representative sample of either
adults or internet users and is generally
carried out by Lightspeed (online), Ipsos
Mori (face to face), while other suppliers
are used on an ad hoc basis as required.
The results are only available in Mintel
reports.
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Sampling and weighting
Face to Face Surveys
Ipsos Mori
Ipsos MORI Capibus uses a two-stage
random location sample design which
generates a very high quality sample
representative of the Great Britain adult
population. Interviews are conducted
via c170-180 sampling points, randomly
selected every week, and CACI ACORN
is employed to set interlocking quota
controls specific to each interviewer
location. This ensures consistent accurate
representation of the locations interviewed
every week. By using this proven sample
design, all sub-sectors of the population
are represented – at a national and
regional level.
All information collected on Capibus is
then weighted to reflect the known profile
of the adult population in Great Britain.
Capibus uses a rim weighting system
which weights to mid-2010 census and
NRS defined profiles for age, social grade,
region, ethnicity and working status - within
gender. Additional profiles used include
tenure and car in household, for example.
Because the sampling process is repeated
every week, the Capibus sample is
matched wave on wave, making it ideal for
taking successive measurements on the
same issue.
Calculation of socio-economic grade in
Ipsos MORI Capibus surveys
Socio-economic grade is classified
according to the occupation of the chief
income earner in the household. A
number of questions are asked by the
interviewer in order to assign social grade
accurately. The interviewer probes the
respondent for information about the
occupation of the chief income earner,
the type of organisation he or she works

© Mintel Group Ltd. All rights reserved.

for, job actually done, job title/rank/grade,
and whether the chief income earner is
self-employed. Additionally, questions are
asked about the number of people working
at the place of employment and whether
the chief income earner is responsible
for anyone, together with confirmation
of qualifications. Once the interviewer is
satisfied that sufficient information has
been gathered in order to determine social
grade, their estimate is recorded and
this is later double checked for accuracy
by experts in social grading coding at
Ipsos MORI when it can be amended if
necessary.
Online Surveys
Lightspeed
Founded in 1999, Lightspeed’s double
opt-in online consumer panel has reach
to approximately 450,000 consumers in
the UK. Lightspeed delivers uniquely
identified online respondents via extensive
use of fraud detection and locationverification technology at multiple points in
the research cycle, from initial registration
through survey fielding and incentive
redemption. Lightspeed panellists are
profiled on a wide variety of attri¬butes
to deliver the specific hard-to-reach
demographics.
To ensure our surveys are nationally
representative of internet users, Mintel
sets quotas for each age group, split by
gender. Specific quotas for a sample of
2,000 adults aged 16+ are shown below:
Note:- Lightspeed GMI was re-branded as
Lightspeed in September 2016
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Age groups by gender

%

%

16-19 men

3.0

61

16-19 women

2.9

58

20-24 men

4.3

86

20-24 women

4.1

81

25-34 men

9.1

181

25-34 women

9.0

180

35-44 men

8.3

166

35-44 women

8.4

169

45-54 men

9.0

179

45-54 women

9.2

184

Mintel also sets quotas on region and
socio-economic group. Specific quotas
for a sample of 2,000 adults aged 16+ are
shown below:
Region

%

N

North East

4.2

83

North West

11.3

225

Yorkshire & Humberside

8.5

170

East Midlands

7.5

150

West Midlands

9.1

181

East

9.5

191

Greater London

13.5

270

South East

14.1

282

South West

8.8

176

Wales

4.9

99

Scotland

8.6

173

Total

100

2,000

Social economic group
55-64 men

7.5

150

55-64 women

7.8

155

65-74 men

5.6

113

65-74 women

6.0

119

75+ men

2.8

57

75+ women

3.0

61

Total



100
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2,000

%

N

AB

26

520

C1

29

580

C2

21

420

DE

24

480

Total

100

2,000

Calculation of socio-economic grade in
Lightspeed surveys
To calculate panellist’s socio-economic
grade Lightspeed ask a set of screening
questions at registration to their panel.
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These questions include employment
status and profession (both panellists own
and the household’s chief income earner).
Once the panellist has completed these
initial questions they are invited to take
an additional set of follow-up questions
that allow Lightspeed to further fine tune
their socio-economic grade. Panellists
are required to retake the socio-economic
screening questions once a year to ensure
that any changes in circumstance are
accounted for.
Lifestage
In addition to an extensive list of
respondent demographics, selected
lifestage groups are included in Mintel’s
demographic breaks. Definitions of these
groups can be found below;
Lifestage definitions
Under 35’s living
with parents/
family members

Those who are under 35
and live in the home of their
parents/family members

Single-person
household

Those who live on their own

Single-parent
family

Single adult who has a child/
children of any age living with
them all/most of the time

Dual-parent
family

Those who have children of
any age living with them all/
most of the time and live with
a spouse or partner

Couples without
children of any
age

Those who live with a partner
and do not have children (of
any age)

Empty nesters

Those aged 45+ who have
children aged over 18 who
do not live with them (they
also do not have any children
aged 18 and under living with
them all/most of the time)
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Qualitative Research
FocusVision Revelation
FocusVision provides Mintel with
qualitative bulletin board software
'Revelation'. This allows the creation of
Internet-based, ‘virtual’ venues where
participants recruited from Mintel’s online
surveys gather and engage in interactive,
text-based discussions led by Mintel
moderators.
Further Analysis
Mintel employs numerous quantitative
data analysis techniques to enhance the
value of our consumer research. The
techniques used vary form one report to
another. Below describes some of the
more commonly used techniques.
Repertoire Analysis
This is used to create consumer groups
based on reported behaviour or attitudes.
Consumer responses of the same value
(or list of values) across a list of survey
items are tallied into a single variable.
The repertoire variable summarises the
number of occurrences in which the value
or values appear among a list of survey
items. For example, a repertoire of brand
purchasing might produce groups of those
that purchase 1-2 brands, 3-4 brands and
5 or more brands. Each subgroup should
be large enough (ie N=75+) to analyse.
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its associated image is measured using
the Chi-square test. If two brands have
similar response patterns regarding their
perceived images, they are assigned
similar scores on underlying dimensions
and will then be displayed close to each
other in the perceptual map.

To complement its exclusive consumer
research, Mintel tracks social media data
for inclusion in selected reports. Using
Infegy’s Atlas software, Mintel analyses
online conversations across a range
of social platforms including Twitter,
consumer forums and the wider web.

CHAID analysis

Atlas provides rich consumer insight via
the analysis of commentary posted publicly
on the internet. The system performs
comprehensive and broad collection of
data from millions of internet sources,
working to ensure a faithful and extensive
sampling of feedback from the widest
range of individuals. The dataset contains
commentary posted in real time, as well as
a substantial archive dating back to 2007.

CHAID (Chi-squared Automatic Interaction
Detection), a type of decision tree analysis,
is used to highlight key target groups in a
sample by identifying which sub-groups
are more likely to show a particular
characteristic. This analysis subdivides
the sample into a series of subgroups
that share similar characteristics towards
a specific response variable and allows
us to identify which combinations have
the highest response rates for the
target variable. It is commonly used to
understand and visualise the relationship
between a variable of interest such as
“interest in trying a new product” and other
characteristics of the sample, such as
demographic composition.
Key Driver Analysis

This technique assigns a set of individual
people in to groups called clusters on the
basis of one or more question responses,
so that respondents within the same
cluster are in some sense closer or more
similar to one another than to respondents
that were grouped into a different cluster.

Key driver analysis can be a useful tool
in helping to prioritise focus between
different factors which may impact key
performance indicators (eg satisfaction,
likelihood to switch providers, likelihood
to recommend a brand, etc). Using
correlations analysis or regression analysis
we can get an understanding of which
factors or attributes of a market have
the strongest association or “link” with a
positive performance on key performance
indicators (KPIs). Hence, we are able to
identify which factors or attributes are
relatively more critical in a market category
compared to others and ensures that
often limited resources can be allocated to
focusing on the main market drivers.

Correspondence Analysis

Brand & Social Media Research

This is a statistical visualisation method for
picturing the associations between rows
(image, attitudes) and columns (brands,
products, segments, etc.) of a two-way
contingency table. It allows us to display
brand images (and/or consumer attitudes
towards brands) related to each brand
covered in this survey in a joint space that
is easy to understand. The significance
of the relationship between a brand and

Mintel’s brand research includes more
in-depth knowledge about brands covered
in relevant markets. Brands are evaluated
on a number of areas including usage,
commitment, dynamism, differentiation,
satisfaction, image, recommendation and
attitudes. When evaluating attitudes, up to
ten brand attitude statements are selected
and tested, depending on the actual
consumer market.

Cluster Analysis
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Trade research
Informal
Trade research is undertaken for
all reports. This involves contacting
relevant players in the trade, not only to
gain information concerning their own
operations, but also to obtain explanations
and views of the strategic issues pertinent
to the market being researched.
Formal
Internally, Mintel’s analysts undertake
extensive trade interviews with selected
key experts in the field for the majority of
reports. The purpose of these interviews
is to assess key issues in the market
place in order to ensure that any research
undertaken takes these into account.
In addition, using experienced external
researchers, trade research is undertaken
for some reports. This takes the form of
full trade interview questionnaires and
direct quotes are included in the report and
analysed by experts in the field. This gives
a valuable insight into a range of trade
views of topical issues.

Desk research
Mintel has an internal team of market
analysts who monitor: government
statistics, consumer and trade association
statistics, manufacturer sponsored reports,
annual company reports and accounts,
directories, press articles from around the
world and online databases. The latter are
extracted from hundreds of publications
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and websites, both British and overseas.
All information is cross-referenced for
immediate access.
Data from other published sources are the
latest available at the time of writing the
report.
This information is supplemented by
an extensive library of Mintel’s reports
produced since 1972 and added to each
year by the 500+ reports which are
produced annually.
In addition to in-house sources,
researchers also occasionally use outside
libraries such as the British Library or the
Department of Trade and Industry. Other
information is also gathered from store and
exhibition visits across Europe, as well as
using other databases within the Mintel
Group, such as the Global New Product
Database (GNPD), which monitors FMCG
sales promotions.
All analysts have access to Mintel’s Market
Size and Macroeconomic Databases –
a database containing many areas of
consumer spending and retail sales as
well as macroeconomic and demographic
factors which impinge on consumer
spending patterns, going back some 20
years.
The database is used in conjunction with
an SPSS forecasting program which uses
weighted historical correlations of market
dynamics, with independent variables, to
produce future spending scenarios.
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Statistical Forecasting
Statistical modelling
For the majority of reports, Mintel produces
five-year forecasts based on an advanced
statistical technique known as ‘multivariate
time series auto-regression’ using the
statistical software package SPSS.
Historical market size data feeding into
each forecast are collated in Mintel’s own
market size database and supplemented
by macro- and socio-economic data
sourced from organisations such as the
Office for National Statistics, HM Treasury,
the Bank of England and the Economist
Intelligence Unit.
Within the forecasting process, the model
searches for, and analyses relationships
between, actual market sizes and a
selection of key economic and demographic
determinants (independent variables) in
order to identify those predictors having the
most influence on the market.
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Factors used in a forecast are stated in
the relevant report section alongside an
interpretation of their role in explaining the
development in demand for the product or
market in question.
Qualitative insight
At Mintel we understand that historic data
is limited in its capacity to act as the only
force behind the future state of markets.
Thus, rich qualitative insights from industry
experts regarding future events that
might impact upon various markets play
an invaluable role in our post statistical
modeling evaluation process.
As a result, the Mintel forecast
complements a rigorous statistical process
with in-depth market knowledge and
expertise to allow for additional factors or
market conditions outside of the capacity
of the statistical forecast.
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The Mintel fan chart
Forecasts of future economic outcomes
are always subject to uncertainty. In order
to raise awareness amongst our clients
and to illustrate this uncertainty, Mintel has
introduced a new way of displaying market
size forecasts in the form of a fan-chart.
Next to historical market sizes and a
current year estimate, the fan chart
illustrates the probability of various
outcomes for the market value/volume
over the next five years.
At a 95% confidence interval, we are
saying that 95 out of 100 times the
forecast will fall within these outer limits,
which we call the best and worst case
forecasts. These, based on the statistically
driven forecast, are the highest (best case)
and lowest (worst case) market sizes the
market is expected to achieve.

shaded fan. In 5% of all cases this model
might not be correct due to random errors
and the actual market size will fall out of
these boundaries.

Over the next five years, the widening
bands successively show the
developments that occur within 95%,
90%, 70% and 50% probability intervals.
Statistical processes predict the central
forecast to fall within the darker shaded
area which illustrates 50% probability, ie a
5 in 10 chance.

To illustrate uncertainty in forecasting in
an everyday example, let us assume the
following weather forecast was produced
based on the meteorologists’ current
knowledge of the previous weather
condition during the last few days,
atmospheric observations, incoming
weather fronts etc.

A general conclusion: Based on our
current knowledge of given historic market
size data as well as projections for key
macro- and socio-economic measures
that were used to create the forecast, we
can assume that in 95% of the time the
actual market size will fall within the purple

Now, how accurate is this forecast
and how certain can we be that the
temperature on Saturday will indeed be
15°C?
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Weather analogy

To state that the temperature in central
London on Saturday will rise to exactly
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15°C is possible but one can’t be 100%
certain about that fact.
To say the temperature on Saturday will
be between 13°C and 17°C is a broader
statement and much more probable.
In general, we can say that based on the
existing statistical model, one can be 95%
certain that the temperature on Saturday
will be between 13°C and 17°C, and
respectively 50% certain it will be between
about 14.5°C and 15.5°C. Again, only
in 5% of all cases this model might not
be correct due to random errors and the
actual temperature on Saturday will fall out
of these boundaries and thus will be below
13°C or above 17°C.
(To learn more about uncertainty in
weather forecasts visit: http://research.
metoffice.gov.uk/research/nwp/ensemble/
uncertainty.html)
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